
Chapter 14 – A New Spirit 

of Change

Chapter 14.1 – The Hopes of Immigrants

• Most immigrants endured hardships to come to 

America.

• They came from Britain, Ireland, Germany, 

Scandinavia, and China.

• The push-pull factors pushed people out of their 

native lands and pulled them toward a new place.

• Push factors: population growth, agricultural 

changes, crop failures, Industrial revolution, 

religious and political turmoil.

• Pull factors: freedom, economic opportunity, 

abundant land.

Why People Migrated
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• Public land in America was sold for $1.25 an acre.

• Scandinavians chose regions that were familiar to 

them, such as the Midwest, especially Minnesota 

and Wisconsin, and most became farmers.

• Many Germans moved to the Midwest – some also 

settled in Texas.

• Germans founded places like New Braunfels and 

Fredericksburg.

• In 1853 John Jacob Bausch and Henry Lomb started 

a firm to make eyeglasses and other lenses, it was 

the largest in the world.

• The Germans were the largest immigrant group of 

the 1800s; they brought with them the Christmas 

tree, gymnasiums, and the hamburger.

Scandinavians Seek Land

Germans Pursue Economic 

Opportunity
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• Most Irish immigrants were Catholic.

• Under British rule, Irish Catholics could not vote, 

hold office, own land, or go to school.

• The Irish Potato Famine killed 1 million in Ireland 

forcing many others to emigrate.

• Arriving with little or no savings, many of these 

immigrants had to settle in the port cities where 

their ships had docked.

• By 1850, the Irish made up one-forth of the 

population of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and 

Baltimore – and with few options, had to take low-

paying jobs.

The Irish Flee Hunger
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• Rapid urban growth brought problems, such as not 

enough housing.

• Using every inch of space for the rooms, these 

cramped living quarters lacked sunlight and fresh 

air – toilets overflowed, which spread disease.

• Politicians set up organizations to help new arrivals 

find housing and work.

• Some native-born Americans feared that 

immigrants were too foreign to learn American 

ways – others feared immigrants would soon 

outnumber natives.

• Some Nativists refused to hire immigrants and put 

up signs like “No Irish need apply”, and they 

formed secret societies in Boston and New York.

• In the 1850’s, Nativists started the Know-Nothing 

Party, where they elected six governors, but they 

soon faded away on the issue of slavery.

U.S. Cities Face 

Overcrowding

Some Americans Oppose 

Immigration
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• In 1826, James Fenimore Cooper wrote five 

historical novels; one that still remains popular is 

The Last of the Mohicans.

• Two years later Noah Webster wrote the American 

Dictionary of the English Language, and Henry 

Wadsworth Longfellow wrote poems that retold 

history stories.

Writing About America

James Fenimore Cooper
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• Some American artists took their styles in a new 

direction, away from European styles.

• John James Audubon, for example, sketched the 

birds and animals of his country: African Americans 

made beautiful baskets, quilts, and pottery.

Creating American Art
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• By the 1840’s, Americans took new pride in their 

emerging culture.

• Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau 

were new writers.

• Thoreau urged people not to obey laws they 

considered unjust, and argued they should 

peacefully refuse to obey laws – he went to jail in 

protest of taxes being used to finance the War  with 

Mexico.

• Margaret Fuller called for change by arguing for 

women’s rights.

Following One’s Conscience
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• In 1855, poet Walt Whitman wrote Leaves of Grass, 

a book that changed American poetry.

• Emily Dickinson wrote poems on God, nature, love, 

and death while Edgar Allan Poe wrote tales that 

influence today’s horror stories.

• Nathaniel Hawthorne depicted love, guilt, and 

revenge in The Scarlet Letter, and Herman Melville 

wrote about a sailor in Moby Dick.

Exploring the Human Heart
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• The renewal of religious faith in the 1790s and early 

1800s is called the Second Great Awakening, and 

revivals spread quickly across the frontier.

• Americans began to believe that they could act to 

make things better.

A Spirit of Revival
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• Some Americans began the campaign to stop the 

drinking of alcohol.

• Many women joined the temperance movement 

and some temperance workers handed out 

pamphlets urging people to stop drinking.

• They asked people to sign a pledge to give up 

alcohol.

• In 1851, Maine banned the sale of alcohol, and by 

1855, 13 other states also passed similar laws.

Temperance Societies
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• As business owners tried to improve worker’s 

habits, workers called for improvements in working 

conditions.

• About 1,500 women went on strike, stopping work 

to demand better conditions, but the young labor 

movement fell apart.

• In 1840, President Martin Van Buren ordered a ten-

hour workday for government workers.

Fighting for Workers’ Rights 
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• In the 1830s, Americans also began to demand for 

better schools.

• Horace Mann argued, “Education creates or 

develops new treasures—treasures never before 

possessed or dreamed of by any one”.

• Boston opened its first public high school in 1821.

• Elizabeth Blackwell became the first woman to earn 

a medical degree in the US, but most public schools 

barred African-American children.

Improving Education 
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• Others tried to improve society’s care for its 

weakest members.

• Dorthea Dix, visited jails and learned that the 

mentally ill often received no treatment.

• In the early 1800s, debtors, lifelong criminals, and 

child offenders were put in the same cells, so 

reformers demanded children go to special jails.

Caring for the Needy
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• In the 1830s, cheaper newsprint and the invention 

of the steam-driven press lowered the price of a 

newspaper to a penny, and they were called “penny 

papers”.

• Sarah Hale was the editor for Ladies Magazine, and 

the magazine advocated education for women.

• The magazine taught that a woman’s area was the 

home.

Spreading Ideas through Print
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• Individuals decided to start over and build a new 

society, called an utopia.

• Utopias were in New Harmony, Indiana and Brook 

Farm, Massachusetts, and residents received food 

and other necessities of life in exchange for work.

• A Shaker, someone who shook during church 

service, vowed not to marry or have children, and 

women and men were equal.

Creating Ideal Communities
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• Abolition, the movement to end slavery, began in 

the late 1700s, and by 1804 most northern states 

had outlawed slavery.

• Congress banned the importation of slaves into the 

United States; Abolitionists then demanded a law to 

end slavery in the south.

• In 1831, William Lloyd Garrison began to publish the 

Liberator, an abolitionist newspaper.

• Many people hated his views; a mob in Boston tried 

to hang him.

• John Quincy Adams successfully defended a group 

of slaves who had rebelled on the slave ship 

Amistad.

Abolitionists Call for Ending 

Slavery
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• Frederick Douglass and Sojourner Truth, two former 

slaves, shared their personal experiences as slaves 

in moving speeches condemning slavery.

• Douglass was a brilliant and courageous abolitionist 

speaker.

• His skill as a speaker earned him a career as a 

lecturer for the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society

• He wrote his autobiography, vividly detailing his 

experiences to silence rumors started by opponents 

who claimed he was never a slave.

• After escaping her owner, Truth went to live with 

Quakers who set her free.

• Her name, Sojourn (to stay temporarily) Truth, 

reflected her life’s work – “declaring the truth to the 

people”.

• Speaking out against slavery, she drew huge crowds 

throughout the north.

Eyewitness to Slavery
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• Many courageous people helped slaves escape to 

freedom using a series of escape routes from the 

south to the north called the underground railroad.

• Runaways usually traveled at night and hid during 

the day in places called stations – attics, root 

cellars, and stables.

• People like Harriet Tubman who helped guide 

runaways to freedom were called “conductors”.

• Tubman, the most famous conductor, made 19 

dangerous journeys to guide runaways.

• She was so successful, her enemies offered $40,000 

for her capture – but she was never caught, and 

never lost a “passenger”.

Underground Railroad
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• Reformers Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton were part of the American delegation to 

the World Anti-Slavery Convention in London.

• They had much to say, but were prevented from 

speaking at the convention because they were 

women – they were forced to sit silent behind a 

heavy curtain.

• In a show of support scheduled, speaker William 

Lloyd Garrison joined them behind the curtain in 

protest, but most people agreed that women should 

not be involved in public life. 

• Stanton and Mott decided to hold their own 

convention for women’s rights to demand equality 

for women.

Women Reformers Face 

Barriers
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• The Seneca Falls Convention, held in Seneca Falls, 

New York, in 1848, attracted between 100-300 

women and men including Frederick Douglass.

• Using the Declaration of Independence as a model, 

the women drafted the Declaration of Sentiments 

and Resolutions.

• It stated that all men and women are created equal 

and listed several complaints. – among them; 

women could not vote, serve on juries, or hold 

public office.

• It concluded with a demand for rights.

• Every resolution won unanimous approval except 

suffrage.

• Douglass and Stanton fought to keep it alive, and 

after much debate suffrage was passed by a slim 

margin.

The Seneca Falls Convention

1848
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• In the mid-1800s three powerful voices joined the 

women’s movement:

• In 1851, Sojourner Truth spoke at a convention in 

Ohio and was hissed at by the audience because 

they feared abolition would overshadow their own 

cause.

• Scientist Maria Mitchell – the first woman elected to 

the American Academy of Science - helped found 

the Association of Women.

• Susan B. Anthony worked in the temperance and 

abolitionist movements.

• She built the women’s movement into a national 

organization

• Anthony supported laws that gave married women 

rights to their property:

Continued Calls for Women’s 

Rights
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• In 1839, Mississippi passed a law giving women 

rights to their property and wages

• In 1848, New York passed a property law, and a 

wages law in 1860

• By 1865, 29 states had passed similar laws

• Suffrage however would not be passed until the 

1900s, and slavery would not be abolished until 

1865.

Continued Calls for Women’s 

Rights

Not 

Yet!


